The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 
Trevor Phillips: Hello.It's science,engineering and technology week.It's always science week here on the Material World,of course,but this week both the government and the top scientists club,the Royal Society have joined in.Not only did Carol Vorderman come out for more maths in schools,but on Tuesday,the Royal Society held an all day debate on the responsibility of scientists to the community, addressed by several of the nation's leading boffins.Today we carry on that debate about the relationship between the scientists and the rest of us.I don't really know what they think of us,but here's what all too many people think of scientists. 
(Electric buzzing sound) 

Frankeinstein : I have made you,and you shall live (Electric arcing noises). 
(Monster breathes) 

Frankeinstein : What! His eye opens,his eye opens yes! Yes he lives,he lives! Rise! Rise! 

Trevor Phillips: We won't be joined by the good doctor Frankeinstein this afternoon,but the Promethian myth of the scientist who wants to play God,still persists in our culture.Think of nuclear weapons,pollution,[Science 1] BSE,but on the other hand modern science has given us another picture of the scientist.The brilliant innovator who's changed the human condition for the better,with what seem now like mundane discoveries,penicillin,the pill,the catalytic converter,and some advances have simply been dazzling, lunar exploration,television,the Sputnik. 
(Sputnik bleeps and is joined by sound of electronic transmission) 
At this moment the BBC's television orchestra conducted by Higham Greenbaum is playing in a studio at the BBC's television station at Alexandra Palace.Already the transmitters one floor below have transmitted this orchestra in vision and in sound. 
(Orchestra plays) 
(Sound track of Eagle landing on moon plays) 

Trevor Phillips: Nonetheless there's a growing feeling that scientists,clever as they are can let us down.The result is a clamour for greater control and supervision of scientific work and of scientists themselves [Ref: Green File: Inourtmn.wri;[Science 1] Maddox1].So how should science workers react to demands for more transparency? Should they welcome the chance to explain themselves to the public or is this the slippery slope to research by referendum? Should scientists accept responsibility for the applications that come from their insights? [They can't because they can't possibly know what they are,and they may well be dead by the time that the research finds an application - LB] Or is that the concern of governments,corporations,and consumers [Its all our responsibility collectively,which is why there is an onus on people to understand science -LB]? 
And will the cost of greater dialogue with the public be a drift to safer,less adventurous less ground breaking work in areas where we desperately need breakthroughs,in say Cancer treatment or food production in the developing world? [Yes if the public is allowed to make uninformed choices about what science should and shouldn't do.Science cannot be dictated to by the likes of Brian Appleyard who wish it only to produce good effects,otherwise it will either function ineffectively or not at all -LB] 
To discuss these issues I'm joined by Professor Steven Rose [Ref: Green File:Inourtm6.wri], Director of Brain and Behavioural Research at the Open University.Sir David Wetherall of the Institute of Molecular Medicine at John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford.Bill Fullagher,President of the Healthcare Biotechnology and Agribusiness group Novartis,and Sheila MacKeckney,the Director of the Consumer's Association. 
Steven Rose,let me start with you.In you lecture on Tuesday,you laid into scientists who claim that their work is about truth,isn't that why we believe them? 
[You don't BELIEVE a scientist you accept what he has to say as being currently relevant and helpful to the current problem.What he says is provisionally true,in that it works until a better system comes along -LB] 

Steven Rose : Well I think what I was trying to say is firstly that a lot of what we do in science doesn't produce absolute truth,it just as it were deals with uncertainty [And therefore probability -LB (see AOL questions What is Truth?),and certainly at the cutting edge of science that's the case.But also I was trying to argue and I would say that there are many different forms of truth.There are many different ways we can explain anything.The example I gave in the lecture was,for example,think that I'm moving my arm and clenching my fist,I can describe this in terms of the way that my muscles work biochemically,in terms of nerve impulses coming down from my brain,in terms of the way my brain is wired up to do this,in terms of the reasons that I've got for clenching my fist and wanting to hit someone,the example I gave was someone making a racist remark. 
[Or you could explain it in terms of auras,energies and psychic fields,but that would be an example of an untruth or a falsehood,since the assertion is falsifiable,or at least not able to be proven -LB] 
No all these,are,if you like,true explanations [And maybe examples of Persig's Inorganic,Organic, Biological and Social which seem pertinent to Steve's 4 descriptions,being levels of explanation which require each other as a story requires bits in a computer word processor,but the story cannot be found in the bits -LB] of the phenomenon of me doing that,and we have to choose in any circumstance which is the most useful of those different true explanations.[Mary Midgeley makes the same point See Inourtm4.wri] 

Trevor Phillips: But the point I was really getting at is,isn't there a danger that scientists tend to raise,willingly or unwillingly,expectations too high by claiming too much for what is possible,with their understanding? 

Steven Rose : Well that's absolutely right.I mean what we've seen,certainly over the course of the last 20 years in my subject in Biology has been a tremendous hyping,particularly of genetic claims,that you can get genes for all aspects of human behaviour [Steve covers this in Russell Standard's "Science & Wonders"],whether it's criminal behaviour or sexual orientation or whatever,and also the claims of genetics that they can transform the world.We can get genetic engineering of humans,genetic engineering of plants and animals,which will actually make this in some way a better place.Most of these claims in my view,either are misunderstand the complexity of biology,or they're grossly over hyped,and I think that hyping is quite dangerous. 

Trevor Phillips: Does it then follow that the inappropriate use of scientific understanding actually does have to be laid at the door of the scientist? 

Steven Rose : I think it has to be laid at several doors.I mean the scientist isn't autonomous,because science costs money and we're paid for by industry,by the government,by the military establishments and so on [When do they get the flack that scientists get for the ills in the world? It was the USA government and military that got Oppenheimer to work on the Manhattan Project,but it was he who wrung his hands and said "I have become death" -LB],and our funders have very clear sets of priorities,set by the government by the Foresight program,even in basic science for example,which emphasises wealth creation and quality of life [And science is seen as an effective way of reaching those goals -LB],in rather smaller print.But we have to be responsible both for the science that we do despite the way that the funding comes,and we can't,as was apparent at that meeting,blame it on you guys in the media [They don't help though -LB].Because if you look at the press releases,which my colleagues put out from many different labs,both in the US and here,which grossly exaggerate the advances that they are making,it's not surprising that the media then picks it up and runs with it. 
[Maybe but that must be put in the perspective with the tiny worm-like fossils that may have had a Martian origin,turning into stories of Alien populations on Mars in the tabloids,or conspiracy theories claiming that the moon shot was a hoax,which are all the presses doing in making a mountain out of a molehill -LB] 

Trevor Phillips: That does suggest that there is some element of self-censorship,I think in the sort of proposition that you're making? 

Steven Rose : I'm saying that we live in a world in which science is being done in an intensely competitive environment.We have to sing for our supper,we have to get funds,in order to get funds we got to make ourselves speak very loudly,louder than the rest of the crowd,get stuff published in the best and most prestigious journals and so on.That degree of competition is partly healthy,but it can be unhealthy too. 

Trevor Phillips: David Wetherall,in Oxford,to what extent do you accept that scientists themselves have some responsibility not just for the work they do but for its outcomes and its applications? 

David Wetherall : Oh I think it's enormously important.The opening proposition in the meeting by Lewis Wolpert of course,was that scientists just should get on with their thing,hand it over to the public to decide what to do with it.I think life's got much more complex than that now,and certainly in the medical sciences,we are.....it's really a continuum between medical practice and basic science,and the issues are enormously complex. 

Trevor Phillips: But how much David,of all of that is the scientists own responsibility? Surely you can't shuffle it all off to the corporations or the hospitals? 

David Wetherall : Oh I think it's very much the scientist's responsibility and continuing Steven's theme,there has been a major tendency,unfortunately for hyping up the newer aspects of biology over recent years,and that's had two effects really.First of all it's somewhat misinformed the public.It's given them expectations,particularly for the treatment of certain intractable diseases,which are really not justified,and of course,secondly it's fired back now,and there's a certain amount of disillusionment out there [You mean like "What has science done in the last 10 years" David? -LB] 

Trevor Phillips: Can the scientists control this in any way? 

David Wetherall : Well I think so.The major difficulty is that there is enormous potential for modern biology for medical practice,and what we have to get over,and it's a very boring message of course, is the time scale.I mean when the tubercle bacillus was discovered in 1880,the Times the next morning said,you know "The end of the great scourge" [And it's not the media who hypes? LB],but it was actually 70 years before Selwyn Waxman actually introduced Streptomycin.This is a boring message, and not a message politicians like very much,or the public! (laughter) [They're not interested in boring facts and details David,they just want the benefits of research quick,and at minimal cost, preferably without any side-effects -LB] But somehow,one has got to put these things into a time perspective,and we're not very good at it! 

Trevor Phillips: Sheila MacKeckney,you know your organisation takes a very eagle-eyed view on the uses of scientific enquiry and understanding.Do you think sometimes that you are unreasonably suspicious of what people and David have done? 

Sheila MacKeckney : No [You may not be but others are -LB],my main concern is the way is the way scientists are used in respect of government policy,and when the Prime Minister and people say "We are basing this decision on good scientific evidence,the scientists tell us it is safe",then I think you need to start opening up that whole debate, because in the past we've had committees of scientists looking at public policy issues,behind closed doors,with no participation from the citizen or in my case the consumer who may be affected by a particular set of decisions,and committees of scientists are not scientific committees,and the distinction I'm making there is that quite often they're asked to express views on matters which they have no more expertise than I have [Yes but the government have so much faith in them because they work wonders,and after all the government is just a load of middle class semi-religious public schoolboys,they'll let anyone take a decision rather than themselves so that they have a fall guy].Because in many ways,we're dealing with the unintended consequences, and it's at this interface of kind of if you like,leading edge science and public policy where I think we need to shift to what I've called a "stakeholder decision making process",where the science informs the decision,but science......it's not like a slot machine where you pop a pound in at one end and the answer comes out the other,so that's one issue. 
And the other issue is that we've tended not to distinguish in this country, historically,between scientists who work for the private sector and scientists who do not,and that's a term......the term "mandated science" is very familiar in the American context,and it doesn't mean to say that scientists who work in the bad.....in the private sector are bad human beings.It just means that if you are speaking to a lawyer working for Monsanto [[Science 1] Front 5;Edge 2;Miller 1] (see letter to MP),you which actually put his or her view in the context of that position.Sometimes scientists want to say "Yes I may work for Monsanto or Novartis", as Bill is here,"I'm still a scientist,trust me",and I think that just requires a fairly healthy scepticism. 

Trevor Phillips: You make the distinction between as you've put it in your speech,a scientific advice and advice from scientists.Let's take the scientific advice bit of it,what rights really should the public have over scientific advice whether its privately funded or publicly funded? 

Sheila MacKeckney : I think the important thing here is that when you're in the leading edge situation, now look, lots of issues in science are way beyond doubt,and that is a predominant view and we should start our discussions on policy outcomes based on that view.It's when we get into kind of leading edge stuff,like the GM food debate,or some other areas,where when scientists start saying "It is safe",what you need to look at is what does that word mean? And quite frankly Ken Calman's statement at the BSE enquiry was so risible....!! 

Trevor Phillips: The former chief scientific officer yeah. 

Sheila MacKeckney : ...you know.Safe in any normal meaning of the word,well when we were told for ten years that BSE could not transmit to human beings,the common sense reception of that information was simply that "this could not happen".Now that single issue has probably done more to undermine the credibility of science,than anything else that I remember in the last ten years, and Bill's nodding! (laughs) 
[Admittedly,the information at face value doesn't seem to be read any other way.And probably most people's reaction when told that there was no risk was like mine -"Yeah right",because there is a view that the public body of scientists are working in the governments interests which may not be parallel with those of the public.How many times have the public been duped into believing the safety of something prior to a tragic affair involving the "safe" commodity.But if the public had a greater understanding that science can never be 100% certain in contexts such as these and how risk is assessed then they wouldn't make "simple" judgements -LB] 

Trevor Phillips: Bill Fullagher of Novartis,that is a problem isn't it? I mean where do you stand on this,the degree to which scientists have to be responsible for the work they do ,whether it's say something like BSE or other problems that we've come across? 

Bill Fullagher : Well I'm very clear on this that the individual has a responsibility alongside,if he's working in a commercial context,the company he works for,and I take the view too that the decision on these major issues has to go beyond the scientists.I tend to agree with what's already been said.I have no problem with the idea that there's a debate that involves the general public who are going to live with the consequences of the research,as we go along. 
What we as a company look for are clear ground rules.The research we do takes many,many years,in some cases decades,and you need to know early on,what are the expectations from society from you as you go along that.The clearer those rules the happier we are,and we have no problem at all with opening up the debate about what we're doing. 

Trevor Phillips: Well let me ask you though,I mean you employ a lot of scientists ,you do a lot of leading edge work,you spend a lot of money 300,million or whatever it is.... 

Bill Fullagher : Mmmmm,sure,a lot more than that. 

Trevor Phillips: A lot more than that okay.To what extent does you company then allow the individual scientists to participate or actually take decisions about the social consequences or subsequent applications of the work.Because if you want the scientists to take responsibility,he or she must have some control as well mustn't he? 

Sheila MacKeckney : We're encouraging our scientists to take part in the debate,to be more and more open,and we're trying to work with the institutions that in fact further the debate.If you take the British Association,which I think does a lot of good work in making science available to the person who would consider themselves the average citizen.The Royal Institution going in the same direction, and we think people like this who are trying to bring the general public the user of products, into the debate,I think are doing a great job,that companies like ours want,through our employees,to support. 
[That was a politicians answer wasn't it,did he answer the question? -LB] 

Trevor Phillips: Sheila? 

Sheila MacKeckney : Yes,I just want to say that history is littered with examples of scientists who've been silenced,in both the private sector and the government sector,and I actually think it's a lot more worrying in the government sector.But the whole of the BSE enquiry is littered by people saying "We were told to shut up","We were told that we were not allowed to say this", 
[That's the corporate business men silencing the scientists less the company lose face and money -LB] 
so there is a muzzling going on,and I think we just have to be realistic.I mean I'm not going to set moral standards for scientists that are beyond that which apply to other hum......you know people in other jobs,that is quite frankly silly. 
If my whole livelihood is dependent on working for a particular company,I don't have particularly transferable skills,then it doesn't make me a kind of evil person,to see that you know the interests of the company have to be protected in that role. 
[Not when millions of innocent lives are at risk,like in Bhopal,that would be you protecting you own selfish interests -LB Ref: M.Laver "The Politics of Private Desire"] 
I think it's the public policy,the stakeholder decision making,the way we require transparency,the processes that work,and I agree with Bill,that I think the private sector has a right to know the rules of the game. 

Trevor Phillips: I want to come back to that....I want to deal with the issue of the public in a moment,but sticking with the responsibility of the scientist for a moment,Steven you were saying earlier on this question of science is about uncertainty to some extent,to what extent do you recognise Sheila's picture of the scientists who may not be able to publicly express that uncertainty? 

Steven Rose : Well it's a very real problem,I mean back in the late 60s,I was one of those people involved in setting up something called "The British Society for Social Responsibility in Science". 

Trevor Phillips: Indeed,I was a member as an undergraduate! 

Steven Rose : I know that too Trevor! (laughs) The problem about it is that it always assumed somehow that a scientist was an independent professional,and that you had responsibilities in the same way as a doctor signs the Hippocratic oath or whatever.But in practice we've got multiple responsibilities,to quotes "scientific truth",to our research ,to our employers,to the....our funders in a variety of ways,to society at large,to our family,to our livelihood,and we as it were,live in the interstices of these.So I don't think.....the problem.....the discussion is always very abstract,and that I think is really the difficulty.What we do have to get,and why I think Sheila's points are so valuable,and maybe we should focus even more on this,is how do you involve as it were a broader slice of the community,proactively in trying to make decisions about directions,so we're not always faced with a whistle blower saying "hey this is happening",or a disaster like BSE,or suddenly waking up to discover that all the.....or virtually all the Soya bean products that we buy in the supermarkets are genetically engineered when we haven't wanted that to happen? We have to have some ways of doing this in advance. 

Trevor Phillips: David,when scientists say that they want greater transparency,some people often interpret that as meaning that scientists want just more opportunities to tell people what they're doing,so they can get on with it. 

David Wetherall : Yeah I think that's right.The....one of the problems that one has in this kind of two way communication,though really is the problem of complexity.I....particularly in the medical sciences it's......it's complexity and it's a lack of understanding of such kind of basic issues such as chance. 

Trevor Phillips: Risk assessment and all that business? 

David Wetherall : Risk assessment,getting over this kind of thing to somebody it's not just....it's really a kind of lack of basic scientific education,I think, that starts at school.But most people, just the very simple principles of Chance are extremely difficult to get over,and in actually talking about some of the ethical issues of some of the more difficult areas of medical practice, you know one starts with that kind of fundamental problem. 

Trevor Phillips: You might put it in a rather cruder way though David mightn't you.You might say that what scientist say is," We're terribly clever,we can't trust the public with the dangerous knowledge that we have"? 

David Wetherall : No,I think we've gone past that actually. 

Sheila MacKeckney : Well,but hang on a minute,we haven't gone past it.The chair of the novel foods committee in Britain ,ie the committee that's looking at GM foods,Professor Bainbridge was quoted in the FT or somebody else quoted him in the FT I'm afraid,saying that "No we mustn't tell consumers about the issue of GM foods,because they won't understand",I mean that kind of patronising closed door attitude to decision making is alive and well. 
[The reason it exists Sheila is because anyone who shows any glimmer of intelligence in this country is scorned as a nerd or a swot,especially in the sciences and particularly in mathematics.No wonder then that those people see little point in trying to explain to a multitude who don't know and don't care to know until there is fly genes in their beer,when suddenly it affects them and they want to know what the hell the know-it-alls are playing at.If they'd have paid attention in the first place instead of praising their own ignorance,then there could be open dialogue.As John Allen Paulos says people almost revel in the wanton delight at being innumerate and chide those that aren't as clever -dicks to be ridiculed.Why try when you are faced with wanton ignorance? -LB] 
I'm fighting a kind of amazing argument at the moment about opening up all those science committees to consumer representatives and other stakeholders and it is being resisted like mad.It's not an old issue,it is current. 
[Consumers have a different agenda than scientists.Scientists work of curiosity and do things to find out [Front4] Consumers want goods and technology that improve their lives. Scientists are worried that if science becomes goal seeking,it will be destroyed because it's essential essence of "doing things because you can "will be eroded into "only do those things that we want",that short sighted lay people view as important.Surely the consumer should be involved,but only after being apprised of how science does what it does,and why it is effective in the way it currently operates.Science cannot produce only good things all the time,that is not the nature of the beast,it is Pandoras box,a lucky bag,and trying to force it to give up commodities upon request will destroy it -LB] 

Bill Fullagher : Dare I say ......? 

Trevor Phillips: Bill? 

Bill Fullagher : ...if I may from an industrialists point of view,we would welcome up this opening up much earlier.Companies like ours have no fun in working 10-20 years on a project,to find that we've developed something which the community is then scared about and won't use.So we have an interest in establishing how people are going to react that early on..... 

Trevor Phillips: This is all very well,but let me just put this back to you Sheila in a way that's David's point.The fact is most people haven't got a clue when you say to them,"Risk is X",whether it is more likely than being knocked down when you cross the road or actually....or to do with heart attack,or whatever it is.There is a problem isn't there? 
[Like "Why do we have to assign numbers to events?" -LB] 

Sheila MacKeckney : Oh yes,there is a problem. 

Trevor Phillips: It's not as simple as saying "Let's open it up". 

Sheila MacKeckney : Right,one of my doctor colleagues told me yesterday a story which I couldn't believe,[This is really good listen carefully -LB] he was telling a patient that she had Cancer and her chances of living beyond five years were 1 in 2,and she turned round to him and she said ,"Just like winning the lottery"(laughter) and he said,"No,not quite". 

Trevor Phillips: No! 

Sheila MacKeckney : Erm...now that is a .....I mean that's a..... 

Trevor Phillips: If only those were the chances of winning the lottery!! 

Sheila MacKeckney : If only those were the chances,exactly. [That's why numbers are put on events to compare the relative risk -LB] So I think there is a problem,but you see that's where you have to look at this issue of consumer representation or citizen representation.I mean one of my arguments with the government,is they quite often put on what they say is a "representative consumer" [I hope it's not the woman who had Cancer! -LB],and in my view that's an opinion poll of one.I mean my organisation are consumer advocates.If we want to know what the public think,we'll go out and do questionnaires 
[You mean demographic polling which gives you that highly accurate insight into the public mind set? Vox Populi has already been represented here by the woman who thinks she has a 1 in 2 chance of winning a Jackpot.I don't want that kind of person representing me or speaking on my behalf - LB] or focus groups or all the rest of it,and when we speak on behalf of the public as consumer,it's on the basis of that kind of research.But we ourselves are advocates,we are informed,we are able to engage,and I personally have sat on numerous committees dealing with scientific subjects, and I am in no way intimidated by the science.I can actually often act as the translator between one branch and another branch [Which is needed because of high specialisation,different camps may not be aware of advances in their field.This is Ulams Dilemma [Ref: Davis & Hersh "The Mathematical Experience"] 

Trevor Phillips: But Sheila,all of us who know you,and those sitting round the table,know that you're an exceptional person..... 

Sheila MacKeckney : Oh come on.no I'm not! 

Steven Rose : She's not intimidated by anything! 

Sheila MacKeckney : I'm not intimidated by......(laughs) 

Trevor Phillips: But this is a problem isn't it Steven,that there is a difficulty in leading edge scientific research asking people to have a view about it? 

Steven Rose : It is a problem and I don't think we've solved it,and we can go through the mechanisms which I think are important of consensus fora and technology assessment and so on,and we need to open things up and make them democratic at many different levels,from the laboratory through the community,through to the parliamentary level...... 

Sheila MacKeckney : Come on Steven,what was that lovely quote from [Maths 2] Bertrand Russell about Wiggtenstein,what was it,"that which cannot be explained....... 

Steven Rose : "Of which we cannot explain,we should not speak", it was (Sheila laughs over Steven). However .... 

Sheila MacKeckney : Scientists have got to learn [Russell and Wiggtenstein were philosophers not scientists and it makes more sense within philosophy to keep you mouth shut if you can't explain something -LB] to explain. 

Steven Rose : Of course we have [There are plenty of books out there,but who is reading them? -LB]. Absolutely and that's why I think that the Public Understanding of Science [Which doesn't have a particularly helpful acronym -LB] isn't this deficit model which as it were,the BA,the British Association, sponsored by CIBA or Novartis or whoever else,comes and as it were gives lectures.It's also about the scientists understanding of the public [Ref: Green Folder: Sci Amer:{Neil F Lane}],it's also about understanding that those of us who happen to be biologists,are not experts on nuclear physicists.There's not some homogeneous community of scientists. 
But just as it were to a little bit prick the consensus from Novartis here,I'm not sure how really keen you are on opening things up [Directors often give a public spiel that is at odds with the experience of the work force -LB],because opening things presents problems of patenting.I sit on the Research Defence Society Council,and the issue has come up for example,as to whether or not the work on animal experimentation,the project licenses [Ref: Green file:Inourtmn.wri] put forward should be in the public domain or not,and the company representatives there have been extremely uneasy about it because they say it'll give their rivals a head start on discovering what their projects are. 

Trevor Phillips: Bill? 

Bill Fullagher : I think we're talking about something different.I think ...I believe the proposition this afternoon is "do the people listening to this program have a right to a vote on what's being offered to them in terms of scientific advances",or so-called scientific advances. 
[Bill is plying the public with a view to getting a goal seeking science which is what the public might want and industry might want as they wouldn't have to to expensive R&D into ideas that no one was bothered about,but nevertheless could have produced the "ground breaking" discoveries that Trevor spoke of.Bill is a corporate scientist that something of an alien entity to the "purists" who do science because they love to find things out.He's the guy who would sell science short whilst seeming to offer a good deal,rather like Margaret Thatcher in her hay day,offering everyone the chance to drive their own BMW,IN MY OPINION -LB] 
I think so far the discussion has underrated the listener [There's a clue,he's kissing public butt and massaging their egos -LB].I believe if we take the trouble we can have a dialogue with them which they're quite capable of understanding [And you have a 1 in 2 chance of winning the lottery too -LB]. 
Certainly in principle terms anyway.I don't think most of us,and that would include my company have tried hard enough,in this direction. 

Trevor Phillips: Well.... 

Steven Rose : I'd accept that,but there really isn't a level playing field,because I mean one of the things that GM has actually demonstrated for example is that the moment you have a discussion about GM foods,you then worry about the World Trade Organisation about EU legislation and so on.The thing is very complicated. 

Trevor Phillips: I don't want to go down.....I accept your point to some extent Bill,you know,our listeners take a deep interest in this programme,in Quantum Mechanics,which has surprised me.But coming back to you David,one of the things that I was particularly interested in,in your remarks,which takes this discussion a little further,is you concern that a wider public discussion might lead unintentionally to safer,more conservative science. Could you elaborate on that a bit more? 

David Wetherall : Oh I think yes,you .....well it may lead to what I was worried about in the talk I gave on Tuesday,what you might call over control. What's happened in medical practice of course,and it was a natural reaction to what happened in Nazi Germany,there was Nuremburg and then there was Helsinki,and these various declarations of how to conduct patient research for example.Now they've gone a little bit over the top,I think,this demand and total demand for informed consent,for example, and I mean the example I gave was somebody's had a violent chest pain,is dashed into coronary care unit full of morphia and tubes everywhere,a little man comes up and says "we don't know how to treat this disease,I've got two packages here A & B and I'm going to toss a coin,you know would you like to sign up?" [I think that was where the woman with Cancer had just come from -LB],and this in fact, rigid approach in the US really stopped trials for the treatment of coronary artery disease.We,in this country ,managed to make this a little bit more sensible,and really saved 100's of lives very, very quickly. 

Trevor Phillips: This was streptocyinase plus aspirin treatment? 

David Wetherall : This was the streptocyinase /aspirin trial yes.That's ...my concern is that one can over control based on again,you know,a misunderstanding of the complexities of a kind of clinical situation like that. 

Trevor Phillips: Do you worry about that Sheila that actually we could find ourselves deprived of the most creative science because not everybody can see the possibilities? 

Sheila MacKeckney : Well I'm aware of a lot of episodes in history where the informed consent was not actually given,and the person concerned was then denied a choice,and we are in the field, when we are talking about medicine,we're in the field of people making choices sometimes that affect their life,and there isn't anything more important than making a decision about your own life or you children's life [Yes there is making a decision that involves multiple lives "The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the one" -LB].So I think we need to be careful,I think the much more difficult area at the moment in terms of science,medical science and medical information is the advent of the internet,because I think it's going to transform the nature of the patient doctor relationship and doctors won't be able to do what they did before. [Thank you for that remarkable insight into how doctors will be affected by the internet,I'm truly astounded at your grasp of what kinds of things might come to pass -LB] 

Trevor Phillips: Steven just very quickly in the last few seconds,do you think scientists actually want, really genuinely want to open up to the public now,is there a change in mood? 

Steven Rose : There is a change,if only because people are worried,scientists are worried that they are not going to get funded unless in fact they have public support for their work,and that is a great motivator. 

Trevor Phillips: So we can expect to see this dialogue continue? Well thank you very much indeed all four of you,Steven Rose,David Wetherall Sheila MacKeckney and Bill Fullagher .Next week why should the next episode of this programme be exactly 168 hours away.The mathematics of the calendar and the most precise time piece in the world,set your alarms and join me then. 
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